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The covariant Lyapunov analysis is generalised to systems attached to deterministic thermal
reservoirs that create a heat current across the system and perturb it away from equilibrium. The
change in the Lyapunov exponents as a function of heat current is described and explained. Both the
nonequilibrium backward and covariant hydrodynamic Lyapunov modes are analysed and compared.
The movement of the converged angle between the hydrodynamic stable and unstable conjugate
manifolds with the free flight time of the dynamics is accurately predicted for any nonequilibrium
system simply as a function of their exponent. The nonequilibrium positive and negative LP mode
frequencies are found to be asymmetrical, causing the negative mode to oscillate between the two
functional forms of each mode in the positive conjugate mode pair. This in turn leads to the angular
distributions between the conjugate modes to oscillate symmetrically about pi/2 at a rate given by
the difference between the positive and negative mode frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the chaotic dynamics of the Quasi-One-Dimensional
(QOD) system, the Lyapunov exponents indicate the
growth or contraction rates of the directions of instabil-
ity and stability in tangent space [1–6]. The stable and
unstable directions contain the (covariant) Lyapunov vec-
tors; the stable directions relate to the contraction rates,
while the unstable directions relate to the growth rates.
More generally, Lyapunov exponents are an important
indicator of the degree of chaos in dynamical systems.
The QOD hard disk system is a subset of more general
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and represents a
compromise between the scale of the simulation and the
physical limitations on computation. While maintaining
the same number of degrees of freedom as a full two-
dimensional system, it remains less computationally in-
tensive and allows all relevant features to be analysed
[7].
The first computationally feasible method of calculat-
ing the Lyapunov exponents of chaotic dynamical sys-
tems was presented by Benettin et. al. over 30 years
ago [8, 9]. The Benettin scheme allowed the calcula-
tion of both the Lyapunov exponents and the backward
Lyapunov vectors (labelled the BLVs or Gram-Schmidt
(GS) vectors [10]). The exponents have units of inverse
time, thus the largest exponents give information on the
fastest microscopic dynamics of the system, while the
smallest exponents describe the long-time (or hydrody-
namic) behaviour of the system. An important feature in
the Lyapunov exponent spectrum of some systems is the
conjugate paring rule where the shift in the sum of each
conjugate pair of exponents remains fixed for all pairs
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[11–14]. This illustrates an exact democratic sharing of
the total dissipation amongst each two-dimensional hy-
perbolic sub-space of tangent space formed by conjugate
pairs of Lyapunov vectors.
One of the most interesting features of hard disk sys-
tems was the discovery of the Hydrodynamic Lyapunov
Modes (HLMs) by Posch [15]. Lyapunov vectors can
show very different features depending on the position of
the corresponding exponent in the exponent spectrum.
The HLMs are the Lyapunov vectors which form sta-
ble delocalised structures across the full breadth of the
system and are associated with the smallest magnitude
exponents, both positive and negative. While the vector
corresponding to the largest-exponent has been analysed
since the schemes inception, the existence of HLMs was
not immediately recognized, but subsequently a theoreti-
cal justification was presented by Eckmann and Gat [16].
The HLMs associated with the zero exponents are a sepa-
rated subspace and comprise the forbidden perturbations
in conserved quantities of the system [10, 12, 17, 18]. The
vectors associated with the smallest exponents describe
the long-time (or hydrodynamic) dynamics of the sys-
tem, and have been studied by [16, 17, 19–25]. While
it is believed that these HLMs are k-vector analogues
of the special zero modes [19] or Goldstone modes [20],
the HLMs can also be analysed as hydrodynamic fields
across the perturbations in the tangent space [26]. This
interpretation is expanded upon in this paper.
Although the theoretical formalism of the Lyapunov
analysis used covariant (CV) subspaces [5, 27], until re-
cently a viable numerical scheme to calculate the covari-
ant Lyapunov vectors was not available. The scheme
introduced by Ginelli et. al. [28] has allowed the deter-
mination of the CV vectors in any system, although other
methods have also been proposed [29]. The scheme relies
upon the GS vectors and the QR decomposition that can
be used to obtain them. Although the Ginelli scheme is
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2more computationally intensive, the constrained orthog-
onality of the Benettin scheme is removed so that the
covariant vectors give physically meaningful directions;
the stable and unstable manifolds in the tangent space
[30–42]. For particle systems where hyperbolicity can be
proven or reasonably assumed, the covariant vectors give
a numerical tool to investigate the degree of hyperbolicity
or to observe its breakdown through the appearance of
local tangencies. The localization properties of covariant
Lyapunov vectors and HLM’s for QOD systems at equi-
librium have been studied in detail [43] but it is expected
that nonequilibrium particle systems may show a break-
down of hyperbolicity sufficiently far from equilibrium.
The precursors to this behaviour should be observable
using these methods. A recent review of the methods
and applications of the scheme can be found in the re-
cent special issue [44].
The computer simulation methods for nonequilibrium
systems [45] can be grouped into two classes; boundary
driven processes and those where an external field drives
the system to a steady state. An essential element is
a thermostat to remove the heat generated by dissipa-
tion. In many cases these two schemes can be shown to
be equivalent at least in the linear response region. In
some cases, such as shear flow, the nonlinear response
can be directly connected to rheological problems and
thus is physically meaningful. For thermal conductivity
it is common to use flux boundary conditions [46] which
act as sources of thermalized particles at a fixed tempera-
ture but this adds a random element to both the injection
of particles and their incoming velocities. One advantage
of this approach is that all temperature control is done
by the external reservoirs. In contrast, the deterministic
boundary conditions proposed by Taniguchi and Morriss
[47] conserve particle number and allow an energy flux
between the system and the reservoir and eliminate the
need for a thermostat. Here a preliminary analysis of the
GS Lyapunov vectors was also reported. A comparison
of the thermodynamic results of this model with kinetic
theory was made by Kim and Morriss [48]. Later a de-
tailed study of the thermodynamic and scaling properties
of the QOD heat conduction system, the boundary effects
and a comparison of the phase space contraction and en-
tropy production at equilibrium was reported [49]. The
thermal conductivity is anomolous with an estimated de-
pendence of the heat flux on system size proportional to
N1/2.
The main focus of the nonequilibrium analysis previ-
ously for these systems has been on the thermodynamic
properties such as heat conduction and the effects of the
contraction of the phase space. The Lyapunov analy-
sis (of these systems) has been limited to the changes
in the Lyapunov exponent spectrum, and the change in
the vectors, for different levels of interaction. There has
yet to be a full Lyapunov analysis for nonequilibrium
systems, although preliminary attempts have been made
using both BLVs [47] and CLVs [37]. The purpose of this
paper is to explore all aspects of the Lyapunov analysis
x
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FIG. 1. A visual interpretation of the QOD hard disk system,
showing here the (H,P) boundary conditions. The shaded
disks represent the particles while the unshaded disks repre-
sent their periodic images above and below the main channel.
of nonequilibrium QOD hard disk systems; the Lyapunov
exponents, vectors both BLV and CLV, and modes as well
as their dynamical properties. The system properties
we analyse are the temperature profiles, the Lyapunov
exponents, the functional form of the Lyapunov vectors
(both backward and covariant) and the properties of the
modes such as their localisation and angular separation.
We look for scaling relations between the imposed system
parameters, such as density ρ or heat current JQ, that
can be used to systematically organise the properties of
these nonequilibrium systems.
II. THE NONEQUILIBRIUM QOD SYSTEM
The QOD system encompasses a rectangular space
Lx × Ly populated by N disks, with the condition Ly <
2σ (σ being the disk diameter, set to unity). This con-
dition ensures the particle ordering remains constant in
the x direction. It is usual (although arbitrary) to select
Ly = 1.15σ, thus for a given N a desired density can be
found from ρ = Nσ2/LxLy. These general features are
shown in Fig. 1. Crucially, in order to form delocalised
structures in the system we need either Lx or Ly to be
large. By choosing Ly = 1.15σ, we ensure that Lx ∼ N ,
and any delocalised structures will develop along the x-
axis of the system.
All equilibrium systems analysed were assumed to be
isolated and maintained steady time-independent ther-
modynamic observables. No energy flowed into or out
of the system, therefore the thermodynamic state of the
system was known exactly. By allowing energy to enter
the system from a reservoir at one boundary and leave
from the opposite boundary we can consider the effect
breaking energy conservation has on the system.
The QOD we analyse uses (H,P) boundary conditions,
giving periodic boundaries in the y direction and hard
wall boundaries in the x direction. The system can ex-
change energy between a reservoir (of momenta pI) and
a boundary particle (of momenta pxi) through a wall col-
lision at the x = 0 and x = Lx boundaries via
p′xi = pI − (1− )pxi
using a nonzero  ( = 0.5 for our analysis). This dy-
namical coupling ensures that interactions with the ther-
mal reservoirs remain deterministic. Using this interac-
tion a heat current JQ (an energy current) is maintained
3through the system, and while no longer in equilibrium a
nonequilibrium steady state is achieved and can be anal-
ysed.
III. EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS
A comprehensive analysis of equilibrium hard disk sys-
tems has been achieved for both the backward and covari-
ant Lyapunov vectors [43]. At arbitrary tangent vector
in the tangent space at the phase point is given by the
difference between the phase trajectory and an infinites-
imally perturbed trajectory δΓ = Γ′−Γ. As the tangent
space has the same dimension as the phase space and the
tangent vectors span the phase space there are 4N tan-
gent vectors. Here the backward Lyapunov vectors and
the covariant Lyapunov vectors are analysed.
The 4N backward Lyapunov vectors, the jth being
labeled as g(j), are formed via the Benettin scheme. The
4N covariant Lyapunov vectors, the jth being labeled as
v(j), are formed from the backward Lyapunov vectors via
the Ginelli scheme. This paper focuses on the BLV and
CLV hydrodynamic modes.
A. Backward Lyapunov Modes
There are four numerical zero modes in the (H,P) QOD
system corresponding to the four zero exponents in the
Lyapunov exponent spectrum. The zero mode basis vec-
tors are given by
gZy =
1√
N
010
0
 , gZt = 1√
2NT
pxpy0
0

gZpy =
1√
N
000
1
 , gZE = 1√
2NT
 00px
py
 .
Each element is an N dimensional vector; 0 being an
N dimensional zero vector, 1 being an N dimensional
vector of ones and px and py are N dimensional vectors
where the ith entry corresponds to the ith particle’s x or
y momentum. The numerical modes are given as a linear
combination of the basis vectors as gZ
2
gZ1
gZ−1
gZ−2

T
=
 gZ
y
gZt
gZpy
gZE

T  a b 0 0−b a 0 00 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

The superscripts on the numerical zero modes label the
zero modes and are counted outwards from the centre
of the spectrum. There are three types of nonzero BLV
hydrodynamic Lyapunov modes, transverse (labeled gT),
Longitudinal (labeled gL) and momentum proportional
(labeled gP). These are given as
gTn =
 0γncn0
γ′ncn
 , gLn =
αnsn0α′nsn
0
 , gPn =
βxnpxcnβynpycnβ′xnpxcn
β′ynpycn
 .
Again each element is an N dimensional vector, the ith
entry of cn = cos knxi (similar for sn = sin knxi), and
px and py are the same as defined for the zero modes.
The greek symbols represent the (normalised) functional
form magnitudes. The n defines the mode number of
the mode and also gives the wavevector kn = npi/Lx,
like the zero modes n increases outwards from the centre
of the exponent spectrum, the positive exponent modes
give positive n values, the negative exponent modes give
negative n values. The gLn and gPn modes come in
degenerate gLPn mode pairs.
gLPn,1 = sinωnt gL
n + cosωnt gP
n
gLPn,2 = cosωnt gL
n + sinωnt gP
n
The gT modes correspond to the single non degener-
ate steps in the Lyapunov exponent spectrum, while the
gLP modes correspond to the doubly degenerate expo-
nent steps in the spectrum. For full details of the modes
and their properties, the reader is directed to the large
literature available for equilibrium backward Lyapunov
analysis [12, 18, 51].
B. Covariant Lyapunov Modes
The covariant Lyapunov vectors are formed from a lin-
ear combination of the backward Lyapunov vectors that
precede them. If all 4N backward Lyapunov vectors
{g(j)} are given as column vectors at time step m in a
4N × 4N matrix Gm, then the 4N covariant Lyapunov
vectors {v(j)} are given as column vectors in a 4N × 4N
matrix Vm as
Vm = GmCm.
Cm is an upper triangular coefficient matrix giving the
linear coefficients of the backward Lyapunov vectors that
comprise each covariant vector. The covariant Lyapunov
modes are given in a similar way to backwards modes,
there are four covariant zero modes made of a linear com-
bination of the four backwards zero modes. The centre
section of the coefficient matrix at equilibrium is shown
in Fig. 2.
As the evolution of the vectors segregates into conju-
gate mode pairs the coloured squares indicate the rele-
vant C matrix entries for the zero modes, the first trans-
verse conjugate mode pair and the first degenerate vLP
conjugate mode pair. The covariant zero modes are also
given via the backward zero mode basis vectors, but are
stable and covariant with the dynamics, unlike the back-
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FIG. 2. The centre of the C matrix, brighter darker entries
indicate magnitudes closer to unity. The red square indicates
the relevant entries to the vZ modes, green squares indicate
the relevant vT entries, blue squares the relevant vLP entries.
The labels will be useful in the following analysis.
ward numerical modes. vZ
2
vZ1
vZ−1
vZ−2

T
=
 gZ
y
gZt
gZpy
gZE

T  a b 0 −1−b a −1 00 0 0 
0 0  0

The 4×4 matrix represents the central 4×4 block of the
C matrix relevant to the zero mode evolution as given
by the central red square in Fig. 2, which we label as
CZ . There are three types of nonzero CLV hydrodynamic
Lyapunov modes, transverse (labeled vT), Longitudinal
(labeled vL) and momentum proportional (labeled vP).
Like the backwards modes the vLn and vPn modes come
in degenerate vLPn mode pairs.
vLPn,1 = sinωnt vL
n + cosωnt vP
n
vLPn,2 = cosωnt vL
n + sinωnt vP
n.
The first conjugate transverse mode pair (vT1 and vT−1
is given by the backwards transverse modes as(
vT1
vT−1
)T
=
(
gT1
gT−1
)T 1 fT√f2T+1
0 1√
f2T+1

where the 2 × 2 matrix indicates the relevant C matrix
entries as given by the green squares in Fig. 2 which
we label as CT . The fT function determines the form
of the covariant mode evolution. The general f func-
tion depends on two sets of variables for each vector, the
expansion rates {ζi} and the Gram-Schmidt procedural
values {ci}, and is given by
f(m,n, {ζi}, {ci}) = cm +
n∑
i=m+1
ci i−1∏
j=m
ζ−2j
 (1)
evaluated between the two backward times steps m < n.
the subscript fT indicates the expansion and GS proce-
dural values for the first transverse mode are used. The
first degenerate vLP mode pair is given by

vLP1,2
vLP1,1
vLP−1,1
vLP−1,2

T
=

gLP1,2
gLP1,1
gLP−1,1
gLP−1,2

T

1 0 0 fLP1√
f2LP1+1
0 1 fLP1√
f2LP1+1
0
0 0 1√
f2LP1+1
0
0 0 0 1√
f2LP1+1
(2)
here the 4×4 matrix represents the C matrix entries rel-
evant to the evolution of the first vLP degenerate mode
pair, indicated by the blue squares in Fig. 2 and labeled
as CLP . The subscript on the fLP function here indi-
cates the expansion and GS procedural values for the first
LP mode are used in the f function of Eq. (1).
Unlike the BLVs, which remain an orthogonal set, the
covariant vectors evolve naturally to orientate themselves
along the stable and unstable manifolds within the tan-
gent space. The instantaneous angle between any two
covariant vectors, v(i) and v(j), is found from the inverse
cosine of their inner product
θ(i,j)(t) = cos
−1
(〈
v(i) · v(j)〉)
For full details the reader is directed to the equilibrium
covariant Lyapunov analysis already undertaken [38]
IV. TEMPERATURE PROFILES
The equilibrium and nonequilibrium systems used, all
with (H,P) boundary conditions, are shown in Table I. In
all states the initial average temperature of the particles
is 〈Ti〉 = 1.0, but each system has different final steady
state temperatures (discussed below). For both high and
low density, an equilibrium state (Equ) is compared to
a state with wall interaction but no temperature gradi-
ent (JQ = 0) and states with heat currents of JQ = 1, 3
and 5. An important distinction must be made between
the equilibrium system (labeled ‘Equ’) and the JQ = 0
system. While both systems have no heat current (from
Table I) the equilibrium system is isolated with  = 0,
while the JQ = 0 system interacts with equal tempera-
ture thermal reservoirs with  = 0.5, giving very different
system properties as we will see.
Previous work on the nonequilibrium Lyapunov anal-
ysis of QOD systems [47] focused on the alteration of
the Lyapunov exponent spectrum with the application
of a heat current, finding a nonzero negative shift in the
negative gLP mode exponents compared to the positive
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FIG. 3. Normalised steady state nonequilibrium temperature profiles in x, (Txi−TxN )/(Tx1−TxN ), as a function of the average
particle position, panel (a) for ρ = 0.003, N = 40 and panel (b) for ρ = 0.8, N = 40. As the temperature profiles are nonlinear,
a cubic fitting function is overlaid for ρ = 0.003 with fitting parameters given in Table II.
TABLE I. The thermodynamic parameters of the various
nonequilibrium systems analysed. For both high density and
low density an equilibrium state is compared to; a state with
wall interaction but no temperature gradient (JQ = 0) and
states with heat currents of JQ = 1, 3 and 5. The conver-
gence of the system to a steady state is indicated by balancing
the average heat (energy) current through the left and right
boundaries, ∆EL and ∆ER (the sign defining the direction
the current travels at the boundary of the system).
System N ρ  TL TR ∆EL ∆ER
Equ 40 0.003 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
JQ = 0 40 0.003 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.00001 -0.00001
JQ = 1 40 0.003 0.5
√
500.0 1.0 0.993 -0.991
JQ = 3 40 0.003 0.5
√
1045.0 1.0 3.012 -3.011
JQ = 5 40 0.003 0.5
√
1480.0 1.0 5.045 -5.045
Equ 40 0.8 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
JQ = 0 40 0.8 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0001 -0.0001
JQ = 1 40 0.8 0.5
√
3.5 1.0 0.984 -0.984
JQ = 3 40 0.8 0.5
√
7.0 1.0 3.017 -3.015
JQ = 5 40 0.8 0.5
√
9.6 1.0 4.952 -4.952
gLP mode exponents, as well as a change in the average
functional form of the gZ−2 zero mode (associated with
energy conservation, which is broken away from equilib-
rium). The form of the gLP modes was also presented
with their period of oscillation related to the momentum
autocorrelation function for different values of the inter-
action parameter .
The temperature profiles of isolated equilibrium sys-
tems ( = 0) and nonequilibrium systems with wall-
interacting boundary conditions ( = 0.5) have been
compared [52]. Like the equilibrium and JQ = 0 sys-
tems analysed here the equilibrium systems were iso-
lated and therefore had no heat current by definition,
while the nonequilibrium wall interacting systems had
TL = TR = 1, also giving JQ = 0 (after convergence).
The interaction with the wall was seen to cause a large
nonlinear effect towards the boundaries in the tempera-
ture profile of the system. A relation was found between
an energy balance within the system and the convergence
to a steady state, although out of equilibrium. Systems
out of equilibrium were seen to produce entropy near the
system-reservoir boundary, which flowed into the reser-
voirs. This flow was negative for the same first ∼10 par-
ticles regardless of system size, while the entropy produc-
tion was positive for all particles along the system. Only
one nonequilibrium system analysed here at each density
has a similar configuration of JQ = 0 as used in [52] (see
Table 3).
Fig. 3 (a) shows the normalised x temperature pro-
files (Txi − TxN )/(Tx1 − TxN ) of the low density systems
(ρ = 0.003) analysed as a function of average particle
position for heat currents JQ = 1, 3 and 5. The form
of the temperature profiles is seen to be independent of
the strength of the heat current, only the magnitude in-
creases (which is removed in Fig. 3 (a)). The tempera-
ture profiles can be described almost exactly by a cubic
function, not a linear function, in average particle posi-
tion. Fitting parameters of the cubic function for each
system lie remarkably close, over 12 orders of magnitude,
and are given in Table II.
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FIG. 4. Pointwise ratio of the Lyapunov exponents for each of the nonequilibrium systems compared to the equilibrium system
R
(j)
JQ
= λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(j)
Eq, panel (a) for ρ = 0.003, N = 40 and panel (b) for ρ = 0.8, N = 40. Almost uniform pointwise scaling with
heat current R
(j)
JQ
= RJQ is seen for ρ = 0.8.
TABLE II. The fitting parameters of the function Tx(〈xi〉) =
c0 +c1 〈xi〉+c2 〈xi〉2 +c3 〈xi〉3 for the low density (ρ = 0.003)
temperature profiles of Fig. 3 (a). Over 12 orders of magni-
tude the parameters are remarkably similar for each system.
Parameter JQ = 1 JQ = 3 JQ = 5
c0 1.1061 1.1119 1.1155
c1 -2.0793 ×10−4 -2.0722 ×10−4 -2.0813 ×10−4
c2 2.2142 ×10−8 2.2375 ×10−8 2.2146 ×10−8
c3 -1.0754 ×10−12 -1.1038 ×10−12 -1.0781 ×10−12
R 0.99927 0.99963 0.99969
Fig. 3 (b) shows that for high density systems analysed
here, this functional form no longer holds; the normalised
temperature profiles depend strongly on the magnitude
of the heat current. As the heat current increases, the
distortion of the temperature profile via the introduction
of the wall interaction (as seen in [52]) is reduced and the
profile becomes closer to the cubic kinetic region form.
One result found for the nonequilibrium JQ = 0 sys-
tems was the absence of a thermodynamic limit for the
temperature profile. An increase in system size leads
to a decrease in the temperature in the middle of the
system. Despite this, it has been shown the thermo-
dynamic limit for the tangent space dynamics is easily
met before the system size reaches N = 50 [51], there-
fore we can say with some confidence that the tangent
space dynamics obtained is representative regardless of
system size. Away from equilibrium the density profile
associated with the temperature profile is limited by the
maximum local density possible before a phase transi-
tion. This limits the maximum system size that can be
achieved for any nonzero temperature gradient.
V. NON-EQUILIBRIUM LYAPUNOV
EXPONENT SPECTRUM
Changing from  = 0 to  = 0.5, and subsequently in-
troducing a heat current, leads to an increase in the val-
ues of the exponents. To see exactly how this affects the
spectrum of exponents Fig. 4 compares the equilibrium
and nonequilibrium exponents pointwise across the spec-
trum, λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(j)
Eq (finding their direct difference λ
(j)
JQ
−λ(j)Eq
does not indicate anything useful).
For the high density state, Fig. 4 (b), the exponent
spectrum scaling ratio, R
(j)
JQ
= λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(j)
Eq, is almost ex-
actly uniform pointwise across the spectrum R
(j)
JQ
= RJQ
(accept for a few distinct points in the central mode re-
gion which we discuss below). This scaling ratio indicates
a power law relationship of the nonequilibrium exponents
as a function of the heat current, given to high accuracy
as
RJQ
∼= 0.91 + 0.42(JQ)1/2. (3)
The low density spectrums, Fig. 4 (a), do not scale
as uniformly as the high density spectrums. A definite
nonuniform shape to the scaling ratio can be seen along
the spectrum (with the shape consistent for all heat cur-
rents). Not distinguishable in Fig. 4 (a), the shape of the
7scaling ratio of the JQ = 0 system is the inverse of the
nonzero heat current ratios. Despite this, the low density
scaling ratios do follow a similar power law in the heat
current JQ as the high density states.
Each exponent spectrum can be normalised with re-
spect to their largest exponent λ(j) → λ(j)/λ(1). This
allows us to see the shape of the exponent spectrum in-
dependent of the magnitude which increases due to the
changes in heat current. In order to see any structures
in the spectrums which remain after removing the scal-
ing due to the heat current, Fig. 5 shows each normalised
nonequilibrium exponent divided by the normalised equi-
librium exponent (λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(1)
JQ
)/(λ
(j)
Eq/λ
(1)
Eq) pointwise across
the spectrum. If the spectrums were identical save for a
constant ratio (which is seen for the high density expo-
nents of Fig. 4 (b)), we expect a constant unity value
pointwise across all 4N components (λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(j)
Eq)/R
(1)
JQ
=
RJQ/RJQ = 1.
This behaviour is almost exactly what is seen for the
high density case in Fig. 5 (b). The majority of the nor-
malised exponent ratios are roughly unity, while there is
a small constant increase for the exponents in the nega-
tive continuous region (the right half of the figure) and
there are a series of clear non-unity ratios (indicted in
Fig. 5 (b) for the modes they correspond to, which will
be discussed below).
In comparison to the high density states there is a
clear non-uniformity of the normalised equilibrium and
nonequilibrium ratios for the low density case (Fig. 5
(a)), independent of heat current and reversed for the
JQ = 0 system. The large perturbation effect seen for
the largest magnitude exponents can be justified. For
low density systems the free flight mapping can domi-
nate the tangent space dynamics (via the large τn), but
the reorthogonalisation is only performed during collision
mappings, therefore the largest vectors can grow in direc-
tions away from their ‘correct’ directions during the free
flight. This can artificially lower the numerical vectors
growth, possibly lowering their exponent.
The normalised high density exponent spectrums of
Fig. 5 (b) show small but distinct differences across the
spectrum. Fig. 6 shows the differences (as opposed to the
ratios) between the normalised equilibrium and nonequi-
librium exponent spectrums (λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(1)
JQ
) − (λ(j)Eq/λ(1)Eq) =
S
(j)
JQ
/λ(1) (which we have labeled as S
(j)
JQ
and used the
λ(1) factor to indicate the normalised values, as λ(1) will
be different for each system). Fig. 6 shows that the ex-
ponents within the positive continuous region (the left
half of the figure) differ by an approximately consistent
positive amount. The exponents in the negative contin-
uous region (the right half of the figure) differ by a neg-
ative amount which is not consistent and is greater than
the positive exponents. This extra negative difference is
comparable in magnitude to the total positive continuous
region exponent difference. Because of this, the negative
continuous region exponents in the right half of the dif-
ference spectrums appear to form a parabolic curve (in-
dicated by the parabolic label in Fig. 6), which becomes
more prominent with increasing heat current.
Looking within the central mode region of Fig. 6 - ex-
ponents 60 to 100 - we see two clearly separated branches.
The top branch corresponds to the transverse modes (in-
dicated by the gTn and gT−n labels), the bottom branch
corresponds to the longitudinal momentum modes (in-
dicated by the gLPn and gLP−n labels). As can be
seen, the exponents for the conjugate transverse modes
gTn and gT−n differ by an equal and opposite amount,
with magnitudes increasing proportional to the increase
in heat current.
Displaying different behaviour from the other vectors,
the positive longitudinal momentum modes are seen to
show a negative difference to the normalised equilibrium
exponents, opposite to the other positive exponents (and
indicated by the gLPn label in Fig. 6). This difference
is seen to decrease in magnitude as the heat current in-
creases. The negative longitudinal momentum exponents
also show a comparable negative difference to the posi-
tive exponents (indicated by the gLP−n label), which
increases in magnitude with increasing heat current.
Of the four central zero mode exponents, the three
exponents associated with the modes gZy, gZt and gZpy
remain zero regardless of the heat current imposed, while
the exponent associated with gZE , λ
(2N+2)
JQ
= λ−Z2JQ ,
shows a large negative difference (indicated by the gZ−2
label in Fig. 6). This is because the mode associated with
this exponent, indicating the energy conservation in the
system gZE , is broken for nonequilibrium systems and
becomes a nonzero lyapunov mode. The zero mode ex-
ponent λ(2N+2) shows the largest differences in the spec-
trum between the normalised equilibrium and nonequilib-
rium exponents, and again proportional to heat current.
Fig. 7 shows the sum of each individual symplec-
tic pair of normalised conjugate exponent pairs (λ
(j)
JQ
+
λ
(4N+1−j)
JQ
)/λ
(1)
JQ
for the nonequilibrium high density sys-
tems (the symplectic pairing for an equilibrium system
is exact and would give a set of 2N zeros). We see that
the introduction of a heat current breaks the symplectic
pairing condition. The normalised symplectic pairing is
used to see the properties of the symplectic pairing in-
dependent of the uniform magnitude increase due to the
heat current (that would be present if λ
(j)
JQ
+ λ
(4N+1−j)
JQ
were used directly).
There are three clear regions to the symplectic pairing
of Fig. 7; the main continuous region exponent pairings
(for pairs from j = 1 to 60), the transverse exponent
pairings with zero magnitude (indicated by the gT la-
bel) and the longitudinal momentum mode pairings with
approximately twice the magnitude as the continuous re-
gion pairings (indicated by the gLP label).
All features of the high density spectrums, from Figs. 4
(b) to 7, can be explained. The approximately constant
negative nonzero summation of the symplectic pairs in
the continuous region of the exponent spectrum (from
8(a) (b)
FIG. 5. Normalised pointwise ratios between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium exponent spectrums (λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(1)
JQ
)/(λ
(j)
Eq/λ
(1)
Eq),
panel (a) for ρ = 0.003, N = 40 and panel (b) for ρ = 0.8, N = 40. Each full spectrum has been normalised with respect to
their largest exponent λ(j) → λ(j)/λ(1).
FIG. 6. Normalised differences between equilibrium
and nonequilibrium exponent spectrums (λ
(j)
JQ
/λ
(1)
JQ
) −
(λ
(j)
Eq/λ
(1)
Eq) = S
(j)
JQ
/λ(1) for the high density systems, ρ = 0.8,
N = 40. The differences segment into regions displaying dis-
tinct scaling behaviour. Black circles are for JQ = 0, red
circles for JQ = 1, green circles for JQ = 3 and blue circles
for JQ = 5.
j = 1 to 60) in Fig. 7 is the additional negative shift of
the normalised negative continuous region exponents dis-
cussed previously. This additional shift compared to the
positive continuous exponents (of magnitude comparable
to the total positive exponent difference) is the cause of
the resulting parabolic shape of the normalised negative
continuous region differences seen in Fig. 6. As the in-
crease in the conjugate transverse modes’ normalised ex-
ponents were equal and opposite (seen via the gTn and
gT−n labels of Fig. 6), their symplectic differences in
Fig. 7 gives zero magnitude, regardless of the magnitude
of the applied heat current.
We saw from the gLPn and gLP−n labels in Fig. 6
both conjugate longitudinal momentum mode exponents
show a comparable negative difference, and Fig. 7 shows
their relation to the broken zero mode. The symplectic
difference for the exponents of the zero mode pair returns
a negative shift equal to the broken zero mode exponent
by definition (λ
(2N−1)
JQ
+ λ
(2N+2)
JQ
= 0 + λ
(2N+2)
JQ
), which
we can label as SZJQ (as these are normalised this should
technically be SZJQ/λ
(1)
JQ
). We see from Fig. 7 the sym-
plectic difference for the longitudinal momentum modes
is seen to be equal to the zero mode shift amount SZJQ (in-
dicted in the figure by the gLP, gZ label). This means as
well as the increase from the heat current RJQ , each gLP
mode carries half the shift of the broken zero mode shift
SLPJQ = 1/2 S
Z
JQ
for all nonequilibrium systems. Both
the positive and negative longitudinal momentum mode
shifts downwards by an amount approximately equal to
the negative continuous region difference (the gZ−2 mode
twice as much) resulting in the zero and longitudinal
momentum symplectic pairs having equal, and approxi-
mately twice, the symplectic difference as the continuous
9FIG. 7. Normalised symplectic differences between conju-
gate exponent pairs for nonequilibrium high density states
(λ
(j)
JQ
+ λ
(4N+1−j)
JQ
)/λ
(1)
JQ
indicating deviations from the con-
jugate pairing rule for ρ = 0.8, N = 40. The symplectic
differences between conjugate pairs for the equilibrium sys-
tem would be exactly zero. Black circles are for JQ = 0, red
circles for JQ = 1, green circles for JQ = 3 and blue circles
for JQ = 5.
region exponents.
The shift downwards of each gLP mode, equal to half
the gZ−2 shift, is a constant amount independent of the
mode number. By fitting the broken zero mode shift
(equal to the exponent λ−Z2JQ ), a power law dependency
of the shift as a function of the heat current can be found
for the gLP modes
SLPJQ = λ
−Z2
JQ
/2 ∼= −0.038− 0.018(JQ)1/2 (4)
for the true exponent values (not the normalised expo-
nents), independent of the mode number. Using this with
our previous expression, the Lyapunov exponent spec-
trum of a nonequilibrium system with any heat current
is given by
λ
(j)
JQ
= RJQλ
(j)
Eq (5)
λLPJQ = RJQλ
LP
Eq + S
LP
JQ . (6)
λ−Z2JQ = 2 S
LP
JQ (7)
Eq. (5) shows the majority of the exponents are given
by a direct ratio RJQ (RJQ given by Eq. (3)), while Eq.
(6) shows the positive and negative gLP modes are given
by the ratio and an addition constant negative shift (the
constant shift given by Eq. (4)). This also explains the
gLP ratio effect in Fig. 4 (b). The shift SLPJQ is constant,
therefore the first LP mode - having the smallest mag-
nitude - is affected the most and shows the largest shift
away from the expected RJQλ
LP
Eq value, and explains the
points indicated by the gLPn labels in Fig. 5 (b). As
the magnitude of the gLP exponent increases with in-
creasing mode number the effect the constant shift has
in comparison to the direct scaling decreases.
Fig. 7 also shows the effect mode mixing has on the
behaviour of the modes, as vectors g(68), g(69) and g(70)
are gT-gLP mixed mode vectors. The gLP downwards
shift SLPJQ is shared amongst these modes, resulting in the
positive transverse mode shifting downwards as opposed
to upwards, while the longitudinal momentum modes are
shifted up slightly (seen above the gLPn modes label in
Fig. 6). When the conjugate pairs are added together
this results in the longitudinal momentum pair only giv-
ing half the normal shift, while the transverse mode neg-
ative shift becomes much larger (its conjugate also shifts
downwards). This gives the single point seen between the
gLP conjugate pairings and the continuous region pair-
ings, as well as the single gLP pair with pairing magni-
tude close to the continuous region pairing magnitude.
VI. NON-EQUILIBRIUM BACKWARDS
LYAPUNOV MODES
A. Zero modes
As the BLV zero modes form a segregated subspace of
the tangent space (at equilibrium) we can analyse their
change independent of the other vectors. The total mo-
menta of the system is always zero 〈pi〉 = 0 (for both
equilibrium and nonequilibrium systems) therefore the
components of the zero modes proportional to the in-
stantaneous momenta, when averaged, will sum to zero.
By averaging the modes only the components not related
to the instantaneous momenta will remain and allows the
structure of the modes to be seen. Fig. 8 shows all four
averaged zero modes for high density nonequilibrium sys-
tems with heat currents JQ = 0, 1 and 3 (Figs. 8 (b), 8
(c) and 8 (d) respectively) compared to the equilibrium
system (Fig. 8 (a)).
Consistent with Section III, each element of the aver-
aged equilibrium gZ2 mode of Fig. 8 (a) contains only
the gZy shift factored by an amount a < 1, while the
gZ1 mode contains the same shift from gZy factored by
b. This gives〈
gZ2i
〉
= −a 〈gZyi 〉+ b
〈
gZti
〉
= − a√
N〈
gZ1i
〉
= b 〈gZyi 〉+ a
〈
gZti
〉
=
b√
N
in the δy components of the zero modes as the gZni ∝ pi
dependence is removed on average and is indicated by the
−a/√N and b/√N labels in Fig. 8 (a). The equilibrium
gZ−1 mode, comprised solely of the gZE basis vector, av-
erages to zero with small fluctuations. The equilibrium
gZ−2 mode, comprised solely of the gZpy shift equal to
1/
√
40 = 0.158, equals the largest average value obtain-
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FIG. 8. The average zero modes of the high density systems, ρ = 0.8 and N = 40 for both equilibrium and three nonequilibrium
configurations, panel (a) for the four Equ zero modes, panel (b) for the four JQ = 0 zero modes, panel (c) for the four JQ = 1
zero modes and panel (d) for the four JQ = 3 zero modes. As the total momenta is zero (the system does not move), the
distribution of the momenta is removed when the modes are averaged. For each nonequilibrium system the exponent of the
gZ−2 mode shifts downwards away from zero (shown in Fig. 6). The forms here verifies the nonequilibrium δx components
witnessed in [47].
able for each of the zero modes and is indicated by the
1/
√
N label in Fig. 8 (a).
For the nonequilibrium systems the gZ−1 mode, which
previously corresponded to the (now broken) energy con-
servation mode, swaps position with the gZ−2 mode
(as the modes are organised in the order of their expo-
nents magnitude and λ−Z2JQ = 2 S
LP
JQ
< 0). Therefore
the nonequilibrium gZ−1 mode now corresponds to the
straight shift gZpy basis vector, while the nonequilibrium
gZ−2 mode is now associated with the gZE basis vector.
For the JQ = 0 system (Fig. 8 (b)) the gZ
−2 mode (in
blue) contains a clear linear function across the system
in the δx component and an almost full sine function in
the δpx component (the δx component is indicated by
the δx−Z2 label in Fig. 8 (b)); a verification of the δx
components witnessed in [47]. The gZ2 mode (in black)
and the gZ1 mode (in red) are seen to have similar sine
functions in their δx components as the gZ−2 mode’s
δpx component. The δx components of the gZ
2 and gZ1
modes can be described very accurately by altering their
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FIG. 9. A comparison between the numerical δx components and the predicted δx components of the average gZ2 and gZ1
zero modes as given by Eqs. (8) and (9) for the JQ = 0, ρ = 0.8, N = 40 system of Fig. 8 (b). panel (a) for δx for the gZ
2
mode and panel (b) for δx for the gZ1 mode.
(a) (b)
FIG. 10. Panel (a) shows the δx components for all nonequilibrium gZ2 and gZ1 modes, showing the exact average functional
form as given by Eqs. (8) and (9) when the a and b factors are removed. Panel (b) shows the differences between the JQ 6= 0
and JQ = 0 δx components, giving the f(JQ, xi) function.
functional forms to
δxZ2i = −bpxi → −b
(
pxi + δx
−Z2
i sin
pixi
Lx
)
(8)
δxZ1i = apxi → a
(
pxi + δx
−Z2
i sin
pixi
Lx
)
(9)
where the a = 0.532 and b = 0.846 values can be found
from the δy components of the modes. This implies the
δx components of the gZ2 and gZ1 modes in the JQ = 0
system contains the product of the linear form of the
gZ−2 δx component and the first equilibrium gL mode
functional form. Fig. 9 shows a comparison between this
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predicted functional form and the numerically calculated
average δx for both positive zero modes; Fig. 9 (a) for
the gZ2 mode and Fig. 9 (b) for the gZ1 mode.
From such a relatively simple alteration to the func-
tional form very close agreement can be seen. The func-
tional form δxZ2i ∼ δx−Z2i sinpixi/Lx has to be used in-
stead of δxZ2i ∼ sin 2pixi/Lx as the maximal values would
no longer be coincident, and would also imply the zero
mode adopts the gL2 functional form over gL1, which ap-
pears unlikely. The most apparent explanation for this
is to ensure the zero modes remain orthogonal to each
other.
The zero modes for the JQ 6= 0 systems in Figs. 8 (c)
and 8 (d) have similar functional forms to the JQ = 0 sys-
tem. While the same basic features in the average compo-
nents can be seen for all the nonequilibrium systems, the
a and b values change randomly. A constant shift is also
seen in the δx and δpx components of the gZ
2 and gZ1
modes and the δpx components of the gZ
−2 mode when
JQ 6= 0 (indicated by the label in Fig. 8 (d)). This shift
is seen more clearly in Fig. 10 (a), which shows the δx
components of the gZ2 and gZ1 modes for all nonequilib-
rium systems with their respective a and b leading factors
removed. The δx components for the JQ = 0 system (as
given in Fig.s 9 (a) and 9 (b) with their respective a and b
factors) are the lowest two functions of Fig. 10 (a). With
the removal of the a and b factors both δxZ1i and δx
Z2
i
are seen to have the exact same functional form, which
is to be expected.
The most intriguing aspect of Fig. 10 (a) is the clear
dependence on the magnitude of the heat current JQ in
the movement of the δx functional form away from the
symmetric JQ = 0 case. Proportional to the heat current,
the δx functional form shifts asymmetrically upwards.
This implies that the δx components for the systems with
a nonzero heat current is given by, without the a or b
factor
δxZni =
(
pxi + δx
−Z2
i sin
pixi
Lx
)
→
(
pxi + δx
−Z2
i sin
pixi
Lx
+ f(JQ, xi)
)
.
What the function f(JQ, xi) is can be seen in Fig.
10 (b). Taking the difference between the JQ 6= 0 and
JQ = 0 δx components shows that the f(JQ, xi) func-
tion takes the form of a skewed sine function f(JQ, xi) =
cJQ sinpixi/Lx + dJQ (similar to the JQ = 0 augmenta-
tion), where cJQ and dJQ are dependent on the magnitude
of the heat current.
Independent of the magnitude of the heat current,
there is a clear relationship between the numerical gZ2
and gZ1 modes. The ratio of the modes δx and δy com-
ponents is numerically seen to be
δxZ2
δxZ1
=
δpZ2x
δpZ1x
=
a
b
and
δyZ2
δyZ1
=
b
a
with exact agreement pointwise across all elements. As
the sign of a and b can change arbitrarily for each system,
one of these ratios will be negative. This is encouraging
and implies the functional forms for both the gZ2 and
gZ1 modes are described by the same functional form,
simply with different leading constant factors. The δpy
components of the modes do not seem to mirror the δy
relationship, but instead follow the δx and δpx relation.
This is thought to be due to the fact the perturbation
away from equilibrium is along the x direction, therefore
the components changed (whether they be in x or y) will
be proportional to the x components.
There is a known relationship between the coordi-
nate and momenta components of each Lyapunov vec-
tor; δp(j) = λ(j)δq(j) [12]. At equilibrium this relation-
ship technically still held for the positive zero modes, as
δp = 0 components were zero everywhere (and vice versa
for the negative zero modes). For nonequilibrium sys-
tems the δpx and δx components of the gZ
2 and gZ1
modes show an intriguing relationship. The relationship
between the components seem to follow the reverse of the
temperature profile of the system
δpZnx = c TN−x δx
Zn.
The c constant is required as the ratio follows the shape,
but not the exact values, of the temperature profile (as
given in Fig. 3 (b)). This ratio is seen to be the same
pointwise for both the gZ2 and gZ1 modes leading to
the conclusion that it is not coincidental, although the
explanation for it remains to be found.
B. Transverse and Longitudinal Momentum Modes
We saw from Fig. 6 that with the introduction of a heat
current the exponents related to the stationary transverse
modes increase in magnitude substantially (given via Eq.
(5)). As the heat current substantially changed the form
of the backward zero modes, we can also see what ef-
fect the heat current has on the functional form of the
transverse modes.
Fig. 11 shows the δy components of the (time-
averaged) nonequilibrium transverse modes compared to
the equilibrium transverse mode, the top of Fig. 11 (a)
for the gT1 modes and the top of Fig. 11 (b) for the gT2
modes. The bottom of Figs. 11 (a) and 11 (b) shows
the differences between the nonequilibrium and equilib-
rium transverse modes. It is important to note the scale
for the differences between the nonequilibrium and equi-
librium modes (magnitude given by the right hand axis)
has been enlarged considerably in order to see the small
differences .
From Fig. 11 we see that the nonequilibrium trans-
verse modes show a small change in the functional form
due to the heat current, given approximately as
δyTnJQ − δyTnEq ∼ cos
[
(n+
1
2
)
pixi
Lx
]
which increases in magnitude with increasing heat cur-
rent. This shows that while the magnitude of the
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FIG. 11. The δy components of the nonequilibrium backward transverse modes in comparison to the equilibrium transverse
mode, for ρ = 0.8 and N = 40, panel (a) for the gT1 modes, panel (b) for the gT2 modes. The top of each figure shows the
transverse modes themselves (magnitude given by the left hand axis), the bottom gives the (enlarged) differences between the
nonequilibrium and equilibrium transverse modes (magnitude given by the right hand axis).
nonequilibrium transverse mode exponent is increased
significantly, the functional form of the transverse modes
are altered only very slightly by the application of a
heat current onto the system. This increase in the
magnitude of the exponent also increases the relative
size of the δpy components of the nonequilibrium trans-
verse modes. This is due to the relationship between
the coordinate and momentum components of the vector
δp(j) = λ(j)δq(j), as the magnitude of λTn increases so
does the relative size of δpTy .
The effect the heat current has on the longitudinal mo-
mentum modes will be discussed in Section VIII B.
VII. NON-EQUILIBRIUM COVARIANT
LYAPUNOV MODES
Like for the equilibrium systems, the exponent of the
jth nonequilibrium covariant vector is identical to the
exponent of the jth nonequilibrium backward vector. As
the CLVs are not constrained by orthogonality, this sig-
nificantly alters their nonequilibrium forms compared to
the BLVs.
Fig. 12 shows the central mode region of an indicative
evolved C matrix for the nonequilibrium N = 40, ρ =
0.8, JQ = 3 system. Shown over the same central region
as the equilibrium C matrix of Fig. 2, there are clear
differences between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium
matrices.
In contrast to the equilibrium covariant zero modes,
the nonequilibrium covariant zero modes show significant
interaction with the covariant hydrodynamic Lyapunov
modes. Compared to the clear zero bands in the equilib-
75 80 86
75 75
80 80
8686
868075
FIG. 12. The centre of an evolved nonequilibrium C matrix
corresponding to the N = 40, ρ = 0.8, JQ = 3 system. Shown
over the same region as the equilibrium C matrix of Fig. 2 and
utilising the same mode identification colour boxes, there are
clear differences between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium
matrices.
rium C matrix of Fig. 2 - which indicates the segregation
of the covariant zero modes - the C matrix entries cor-
responding to the vZ1, vZ2 and vZ−2 modes all contain
nonzero values above and to the right of the central 4×4
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subspace (outlined within the same red square as for the
equilibrium zero modes). The only zero mode which re-
mains invariant and segregated from all other non zero
modes (except for the shift in position along the spec-
trum) is the vZ−1 mode. The transverse and longitudi-
nal momentum modes remain approximately segregated
but show increased interaction, discussed below.
A. Zero Modes
Section III showed the equilibrium positive covariant
zero modes are equal to the positive backward zero modes
and the negative covariant zero modes are the negative of
the δq zero mode basis vectors (with small contributions
in the δp zero mode basis vectors). This can be seen in the
labels of Fig. 13 (a), which gives the average covariant
zero modes for the equilibrium system. Comparing Fig.
13 (a) to Fig. 8 (a) (the average backwards zero modes for
the same equilibrium system) shows the relation between
BLVs and CLVs.
Fig. 13 (b) shows the average covariant zero modes for
the nonequilibrium system with a heat current of JQ = 3,
in comparison to the backwards zero modes as given in
Fig. 8 (d) for the same system. The functional forms
of the covariant zero modes are radically different; the
large contributions in the δx, δpx and δpy components
are essentially removed for the nonequilibrium covariant
modes. Analogous to the equilibrium system, the covari-
ant vZ2 and vZ1 modes are the same as the backwards
zero modes and the vZ−1 mode again is given by −gZy,
equivalent to the equilibrium system (indicated by the
labels in Fig. 13 (b)).
The vZ−2 mode, the source of the large changes in
the backward zero modes, has a much simpler covari-
ant structure in the absence of the orthogonality require-
ment. There is a small average linear function in δpx
which can be seen from the δp−Z2x label in Fig. 13 (b).
Once this is accounted for, the vZ−2 mode is given ex-
actly as
vZ−2 = −c1gZt + c2gZE ,
where c1 = 0.9908 and c2 = 0.1331 for the JQ = 3 sys-
tem. The c1 and c2 factors do not appear to connect
to the positive zero mode a and b values, and c2 is much
larger than the  factor from of the long time convergence
of the mode (from the equilibrium covariant evolution of
Section III). The average δpx linear component of vZ
−2
is similar in form to the average δx component of gZ−2.
This structure is seen for the covariant zero modes of all
nonequilibrium systems.
As the nonequilibrium covariant zero modes vZ2, vZ1
and vZ−1 remain invariant with the application of a heat
current, and the broken energy conservation zero mode
vZ−2 takes a considerably simple form, this leads to the
conclusion that the complex forms seen for the nonequi-
librium backward zero modes are mainly formed as a re-
quirement that they remain orthogonal. From Fig. 12
we see the nonequilibrium backwards zero modes inter-
act with the hydrodynamic Lyapunov modes in order to
remove the functional forms imposed on them by the
Benettin scheme and return the nonequilibrium covari-
ant zero modes to essentially their equilibrium forms.
B. Transverse and Longitudinal Momentum Modes
Equal to the backward transverse modes, the expo-
nents of the stationary covariant transverse modes are
increased uniformly by the introduction of a heat current.
Similar to Fig. 11, Fig. 14 shows the δy components of
the nonequilibrium covariant transverse modes compared
to the equilibrium transverse modes, the top of Fig. 14
(a) for the vT1 modes and the top of Fig. 14 (b) for the
vT2 modes. The bottom of Figs. 14 (a) and 14 (b) shows
the differences between the nonequilibrium and equilib-
rium covariant transverse modes. Again it is important
to note the difference scale has been enlarged consider-
ably (magnitude given by the right hand axis) in order
to see the small differences between the nonequilibrium
and equilibrium modes.
We see from Fig. 14 that the covariant transverse
modes change in a similar way to the backward trans-
verse modes. While the same essential differences are
seen between the covariant nonequilibrium and equilib-
rium transverse modes as for the backward transverse
modes - and the covariant modes themselves maintain
smooth functional forms - there is substantial fluctua-
tion in the difference between the modes. These fluctua-
tions compared to the backward mode differences (even
though both the backwards and covariant modes were
plotted at the same point in the dynamics) indicates
that the removal of the orthogonality condition must al-
low some of the covariant functional form to spread into
other vectors. The direct influence from the heat current
seen between the orthogonal backward transverse mode
functional forms may not be as strong for the covariant
modes.
The effect the heat current has on the covariant lon-
gitudinal momentum modes will be discussed in Section
VIII B.
VIII. PROPERTIES OF THE LYAPUNOV
MODES OUT OF EQUILIBRIUM
A. Localisations
A contribution parameter from particle i to each of the
Lyapunov vectors g(j) or v(j), χ
(j)
i = (δxi)
2 + (δyi)
2 +
(δpxi)
2 + (δpyi)
2, can be summed over all particles via
an entropy function
∑N
i=1 χ
(j)
i lnχ
(j)
i to form an instan-
taneous localisation measure
L(j)(t) =
1
N
exp
(
−
N∑
i=1
χ
(j)
i lnχ
(j)
i
)
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FIG. 13. The average four covariant zero modes of equilibrium and nonequilibrium ρ = 0.8, N = 40 systems, panel (a) for the
four Equ zero modes, panel (b) for the four JQ = 3 zero modes. Compare directly with the BLVs of Figs. 8 (a) and 8 (d).
The centre C matrix of Fig. 12 gives the covariant zero modes of panel (b).
(a) (b)
FIG. 14. The δy components of the nonequilibrium covariant transverse modes in comparison to the equilibrium covariant
transverse mode, for ρ = 0.8 and N = 40, panel (a) for the vT1 modes, panel (b) for the vT2 modes. The top of each panel
shows the transverse modes themselves (magnitude given by the left axis), the bottom gives the (enlarged) differences between
the nonequilibrium and equilibrium transverse modes (magnitude given by the right axis).
This measure, defined between L(j)(t) = [0, 1] is close
to 0 for a highly localised vector and close to 1 for a
highly delocalised vector. A distribution of the instanta-
neous values is collated to form the average localisation
for each vector
〈
L(j)
〉
. Due to the conjugate pairing rule,
the symplectic vectors must have the same localisation
values.
The thermodynamic limit of the average localisation
measures is essentially met for N = 40, similar to the
Lyapunov spectrum. Therefore the average localisation
for the equilibrium system has been analysed in detail
previously [43].
Fig. 15 shows the difference in the average localisation
for equilibrium and nonequilibrium ρ = 0.8 systems. Fig.
15 (a) shows the difference for the BLVs while Fig. 15
(b) shows the difference for the CLVs.
There are relatively small differences between the pos-
itive and negative continuous and highly localised BLVs
and CLVs, the most significant differences are in the Lya-
punov mode region. For the JQ = 0 system the locali-
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sation measure maintains a small increase across most of
the vectors. This steadily decreases with increasing heat
current but very little difference is seen for the JQ = 3
and JQ = 5 systems (for both the BLVs and CLVs). The
CLVs change more than the BLVs as the heat current
increases.
The differences for vectors in the central mode region
are dependent on the mode characteristics. Beyond the
scale of the figure are two outlier points belonging to the
negative zero modes. The large changes are due to the
gZ−1 and gZ−2 modes swapping their position; their lo-
calisation measure contributions also swap and leads to
a large calculated difference. For the vZ−1 and vZ−2
modes, both are seen to increase their localisation mea-
sure values, due to the small contributions left in the δpx
and δpy components of the modes (as discussed above).
The largest differences to the localisation measure occur
within the mode region for the positive Lyapunov modes
that undergo mode mixing (both BLV and CLV), with
the modes becoming more localised.
The localisation measures of the equilibrium vectors
decrease significantly with decreasing density. Fig. 16
shows the difference in the average localisation for the
ρ = 0.003 systems with increasing heat current over the
same range as for the high density systems. Fig. 16 (a)
shows the differences for the BLVs while panel 16 (b)
shows the difference for the CLVs.
Far clearer differences are seen here, with a clear dis-
tinction between the JQ = 0 and JQ 6= 0 differences to
the equilibrium localisation. For the JQ 6= 0 systems, the
differences in localisation are essentially independent of
the magnitude of the applied heat current, both for the
BLVs and CLVs.
For the BLVs, the most localised positive and nega-
tive vectors are seen to remain invariant in the JQ = 0
system and show small increases in the JQ 6= 0 systems.
The positive and negative continuous region vectors also
remain invariant in the JQ = 0 system, but show clear
decreases in the JQ 6= 0 systems.
Unlike the symmetric BLV localisation differences, the
conjugate CLVs do not give identical differences. The
most localised positive CLVs remain invariant regardless
of the heat current, due to the asymptotic strong locali-
sation [43]. The positive and negative continuous region
CLVs become less localised for the JQ = 0 system. For
the JQ 6= 0 systems, the positive continuous region CLVs
localisation first decreases then steadily increase towards
the mode region, while the negative continuous region
CLV maintain the decrease of their localisation towards
the mode region.
The central mode region shows the largest and most
varied differences, like for the ρ = 0.8 systems. The swap-
ping of the gZ−1 and gZ−2 modes produce the same large
calculated difference, also seen for the vZ−1 and vZ−2
modes. The localisation measure of the positive and neg-
ative BLV Lyapunov modes remains essentially invariant
for the JQ = 0 system. For the JQ 6= 0 systems, the pos-
itive modes decrease almost independent of the applied
heat current, while the negative modes fluctuate depen-
dent on their mode characteristics. The localisation mea-
sure of the positive CLV Lyapunov modes mirrors that
of the BLV modes for the JQ = 0 system, while the neg-
ative CLV modes become more delocalised as they take
both coordinate and momentum contributions in their
functional forms.
The most important aspect of these figures is, unlike
the equilibrium BLV and CLV localisation and the ma-
jority of the nonequilibrium BLV localisations, the con-
jugate nonequilibrium CLV localisations are no longer
symmetric. Time reversal symmetry at equilibrium as-
sured that although made of different forms, the conju-
gate CLVs had identical localisation (see [43]). Here we
see that in nonequilibrium systems this symmetry is no
longer present; Figs. 15 (b) and 16 (b) show that as well
as the conjugate CLVs containing different forms, they
also show different average localisation properties
B. Angle Separations
A crucial question to ask is: does the breaking of en-
ergy conservation alter the stable and unstable manifolds
of the tangent space? It is known that the separation
between the conjugate hydrodynamic modes approaches
pi/2 with increasing n and maintains orthogonality once
reached (see [38]). The N = 100 and N = 40 equilibrium
systems have equivalent angle separations between con-
jugate pairs (for modes with the same exponent value),
therefore they will give the same peak angle. With the
introduction of a heat current the magnitude of all ex-
ponents increases, which in turn moves their peak angles
towards pi/2, and can force the angle between conjugate
pairs into orthogonality sooner in comparison to their
previously non-orthogonal separation.
TABLE III. A comparison between the predicted and numeri-
cal angles between the conjugate transverse modes for equilib-
rium and nonequilibrium systems. The predicted angles are
found using Eq. (10), while the numerical angles are found
from Fig. 17. For systems with N = 40 and ρ = 0.8.
System λT1 τ
cos θ(−T1,T1) cos θ(−T2,T2)
Pred. Num. Pred. Num.
Equil 0.1994 0.006485 0.9208 0.9297 0.6850 0.6375
JQ = 0 0.1835 0.007083 0.9329 0.9245 0.7331 0.7306
JQ = 1 0.2645 0.004851 0.8607 0.8766 0.4458 0.5897
JQ = 3 0.3378 0.003733 0.7728 0.7769 0.0961 0.3887
JQ = 5 0.3797 0.003292 0.7129 0.7374 -0.1422 0.3530
Fig. 17 shows the angle between the conjugate co-
variant transverse modes for both the equilibrium and
nonequilibrium systems, Fig. 17 (a) for the vT1 modes,
Fig. 17 (b) for the vT2 modes. As the heat current in-
creases, the peak angle of the angle separation increases
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(a) (b)
FIG. 15. The difference in the average BLV and CLV localisations between equilibrium and nonequilibrium systems
〈
L(j)
〉
JQ
−〈
L(j)
〉
Eq
for ρ = 0.8 and N = 40, panel (a) for the BLVs and panel (b) for the CLVs. Both figures are shown over the same
range.
(a) (b)
FIG. 16. The difference in the average BLV and CLV localisations between equilibrium and nonequilibrium systems
〈
L(j)
〉
JQ
−〈
L(j)
〉
Eq
for ρ = 0.003 and N = 40, panel (a) for the BLVs and panel (b) for the CLVs. Again, both panels are shown over the
same range.
towards pi/2 for both the vT1 and vT2 modes. This is
due to the heat current increasing the magnitude of the
mode exponents uniformly (as seen in Eq. (5)). As the
JQ = 0 system decreases the magnitude of the exponents
slightly, the peak angle is moved away from pi/2 slightly.
This movement of peak angle can be predicted using an
approximation first developed in [38]
cos θ(−Tn,Tn)(t→∞) = 1− 2λT1
2
n2 + 8λT1
3
n3τ + ...(10)
by knowing the average free flight time τ for each of the
systems as well as the value of the first transverse expo-
nent λT1 .
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(a) (b)
FIG. 17. The angles distributions between the vT1 and vT2 conjugate pairs for equilibrium and nonequilibrium N = 40 and
ρ = 0.8 systems, panel (a) for the vT1 modes and panel (b) for the vT2 modes. The increase in the peak angle towards pi/2 is
due to the increase in the λT of the modes.
(a) (b)
FIG. 18. The angles distributions between the vLP1,i.vLP−1,i and vLP2,i.vLP−2,i conjugate pairs for equilibrium and nonequi-
librium N = 40 and ρ = 0.8 systems, corresponding to the diagonal elements of the C matrix, panel (a) for the vLP1 modes
and panel (b) for the vLP2 modes. The modes move towards pi/2 with increasing heat current.
Table III shows a comparison between the predicted
peak angles and the numerical peak angles for both equi-
librium and nonequilibrium transverse conjugate pairs.
The predicted angle is extremely accurate for the vT1
modes (for both equilibrium and nonequilibrium), within
the tolerance of the histogram width used to calculate the
distributions (∼ 0.03). The accuracy for the vT2 modes
drops off with increasing heat current, with the JQ = 5
predicted angle implying orthogonality which is not seen
numerically. The numerical angles approach pi/2 much
slower than the predicted angles, showing that the ap-
proximations used to find Eq. (10) is inaccurate for large
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λT1 and n values, which is to be expected.
The transverse mode exponents are only scaled by the
heat current and from Fig. 14 their functional forms
are not altered significantly, meaning their angle distri-
butions are not significantly changed by the breaking of
energy conservation. This is not the case for the vLP
modes; while the time-independent functional forms of
the nonequilibrium gLP and vLP modes are not sub-
stantially altered (similar to the transverse modes), their
time dependence is. The angle distributions between the
conjugate vLP modes are strongly bounded away from
pi/2 [38]. The breaking of energy conservation causes the
conjugate vLP mode angle distributions to become sym-
metric about pi/2, as seen in Fig. 18; Fig. 18 (a) for
the vLP1 modes and Fig. 18 (b) for the vLP2 modes.
With the introduction of a heat current the angle sep-
aration is no longer bounded by pi/2, but spreads and
becomes symmetric about pi/2. In the same way as for
the transverse modes the peak angle maintains the move-
ment towards pi/2 with increasing heat current. Sym-
metric peaks about pi/2 can be seen for the vLP1 modes,
while for the vLP2 modes the effect of the movement to-
wards pi/2 becomes more significant and the modes are
forced into orthogonality.
At equilibrium the C matrix element giving the angle
between the conjugate vLP modes, the fLP /
√
f2LP + 1
function, starts at zero (giving an angle of pi/2), moves
away quickly and does not return, with the angle distri-
bution mimicking the histogram of the evolution function
values. Numerically we find once energy is no longer con-
served with the introduction of a heat current in nonequi-
librium systems the top right of the C matrix for the vLP
modes is altered. At equilibrium the relevant C matrix
elements for the vLP modes (Eq. (2)) is given as
CLP =

1 0 0 fLP1√
f2LP1+1
0 1 fLP1√
f2LP1+1
0
0 0 1√
f2LP1+1
0
0 0 0 1√
f2LP1+1

← C∗LP
.
The entries in the top right of the CLP matrix, which
we indicate with the box and label as C∗LP , are seen to
change. The fLP /
√
f2LP + 1 matrix elements (indicat-
ing the direct conjugate pair), and the previously zero
value matrix elements (indicating the previously orthog-
onal indirect pairs within the conjugate modes), oscillate
with respect to time pi/2 out of phase in nonequilibrium
systems as
C∗LP =
 0 fLP1√f2LP1+1
fLP1√
f2LP1+1
0

→
 sinωJQt fLP1√f2LP1+1 cosωJQt fLP1√f2LP1+1
cosωJQt
fLP1√
f2LP1+1
− sinωJQt fLP1√f2LP1+1
 ,(11)
giving an oscillation within the positive vLP mode sub-
space (these C∗LP entries correspond to the C matrix en-
tries outlined in the top right 2 × 2 blue square of Fig.
12). This poses the question, where does this oscillation
come from and what is the relation between ωJQ and ωn
(the vLP and gLP mode frequency)?
Table IV shows a comparison between the period of
oscillation between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium
LP modes for both positive and negative (T1 and T−1)
BLV and CLV modes, and the period of oscillation of the
nonequilibrium C∗LP matrix elements TJQ in terms of col-
lision numbers of each system. The frequencies of these
oscillations can be found from the period as ωi = 2pi/Tiτ ,
where τ differs for each system due to the applied heat
current (see Table III). Using the period of oscillation in
terms of collision numbers is more general and removes
the system dependent time factor. From Table IV we
see that for nonequilibrium systems the period of oscil-
lation for the negative LP modes (both BLV and CLV)
increases in comparison to the equilibrium period, while
the period of oscillation for the positive LP modes (both
BLV and CLV) decreases in comparison to the equilib-
rium period, a feature previously witnessed [47]. The
change in period of the positive modes appears essentially
independent of the applied heat current, while there is a
small increase with heat current for the negative modes.
The C∗LP matrix oscillation period is difficult to deter-
mine as there are substantial fluctuations in the values
over time, hence the large error.
By finding the frequency of the vLP1 and vLP−1 mode
oscillations (which are equal to the gLP1 and gLP−1 fre-
quencies) for each system we can see how the C∗LP matrix
oscillation forms. As the positive and negative nonequi-
librium modes oscillate at different frequencies, over time
this will lead to a separation between the direct conju-
gate modes. Taking the difference between the positive
and negative frequencies ω1 − ω−1 gives this separation
frequency (a beat frequency, shown in Table IV). At some
times each negative vector in the vLP mode pair will be
pointing in the direction of its direct conjugate vector (for
example, vLP1,1 for vLP−1,1) but due to the frequency
difference at other times it will be pointing in the direc-
tion of the previously time-orthogonal degenerate pair
vector (for example, vLP1,2 for vLP−1,1), shown visu-
ally in Fig. 19. The rate at which this oscillation occurs
is ω1 − ω−1. In the last column of Table IV we see that
this separating frequency difference is what accounts for
the C∗LP matrix oscillation ω1 − ω−1 = ωJQ .
As shown in Fig. 19, in nonequilibrium systems the
difference between the positive and negative vLP mode
frequencies causes each negative vector to slowly move
between having the functional forms of each vector in
the positive degenerate vLP1 mode pair (which are pi/2
out of phase in time, see Section III). This means the C∗LP
matrix elements relating to the two vectors in the neg-
ative vLP−1 mode (which indicates the functional form
each negative vector is comprised of) oscillates about zero
(as sinωJQt or cosωJQt from Eq. (11)), the rate at which
this oscillation occurs given by the positive and negative
frequency difference ω1 − ω−1 = ωJQ . This C∗LP matrix
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TABLE IV. A comparison between the period of oscillations between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium positive and negative
LP modes (T1 and T−1) and the oscillation of the heat current C∗LP matrix elements TJQ in terms of collision numbers of
each system. The frequency of oscillations for these periods is found via ωi = 2pi/Tiτ with τ given in Table III. The frequency
difference between the positive and negative modes ω1 − ω−1 gives the frequency of the C∗LP matrix oscillations ωJQ . For
systems with N = 40 and ρ = 0.8.
System
T1 of LP
1 T−1 of LP−1 TJQ ω1 − ω−1 ωJQ
BLV CLV BLV CLV (± 800)
Equil 2900 2900 2900 2900 - - -
JQ = 0 2600 2600 3000 3000 18800 0.0455 0.047 ± 0.002
JQ = 1 2700 2700 3150 3150 17100 0.0685 0.075 ± 0.004
JQ = 3 2700 2700 3200 3200 17800 0.0974 0.095 ± 0.004
JQ = 5 2700 2700 3250 3250 16700 0.1196 0.114 ± 0.006
oscillation in turn forces the angle distribution between
the modes (formed from the distribution of the C ma-
trix elements) to now oscillate about pi/2 and forms the
symmetric distributions seen in Figs. 18 (a) and 18 (b).
t
This C∗LP matrix oscillation would also change the
angle distributions between the indirect vLP−1,1 and
vLP1,2 pair (previously orthogonal from the equilibrium
C∗LP matrix elements in Eq. (11)) into an equivalent
distribution as given in Fig. 18 (a). The C∗LP matrix
oscillation (and hence symmetric angle distribution) is
not seen at equilibrium because the positive and nega-
tive vLP mode frequencies are equal.
Fig. 18 (b) shows the increase in the magnitude of the
exponent forces the vLP2 mode - which was bounded
away from pi/2 in the equilibrium case - into orthogo-
nality, independent of the oscillation of the C∗LP matrix
elements. In this way the vLP2 modes mimics the an-
gle distributions of the continuous region vectors already
witnessed [38, 43]. The position of the mode within the
spectrum does not change with the increase in heat cur-
rent, therefore the position of the peak angle depends
only on the magnitude of the exponent.
Combining this movement in peak angle with the C∗LP
matrix oscillation due to the vLP mode frequency differ-
ence describes in full the numerically observed angles dis-
tributions between the conjugate vLP modes, their sym-
metry about pi/2 for nonequilibrium systems and their
movement towards orthogonality with increasing heat
current.
From this we can conclude with the increasing magni-
tude of the exponents, more of the conjugate manifolds
are forced into orthogonalisation with each other. The
only stable and unstable manifolds that can form tan-
gencies therefore are the smallest magnitude conjugate
pairs, the number of which become vanishingly small as
the heat current increases.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the changes of the Lyapunov ex-
ponents and Lyapunov modes with the introduction of a
heat current can be explained. Eqs. (5) to (7) show that
the Lyapunov exponents of any nonequilibrium system
are found from a scaling of the equilibrium exponents as
a power law in heat current. The change in the func-
tional form of the nonequilibrium backwards zero modes
are a result of the requirement they remain orthogonal
to each other, a requirement not present for the nonequi-
librium covariant zero modes. Table III shows that, from
the knowledge of the nonequilibrium exponents (found
from the equilibrium exponents), the converged angle be-
tween the nonequilibrium hydrodynamic covariant conju-
gate Lyapunov modes can be predicted. The asymmetry
between the positive and negative nonequilibrium LP
mode frequencies lead to the negative mode oscillating
between the functional forms of each orthogonal mode in
the positive conjugate mode pair. This in turn causes the
angle distributions between the conjugate vLP modes to
oscillate symmetrically about pi/2 at a rate given by the
difference between the positive and negative mode fre-
quencies.
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